
GEOGRA PHY PUZZLES 
by 

Robert A. An i bes, Weyauwega-Fremont Middle School 

I NTRODUCTION 

From 1/4 inch hardboard I constructed several durable ma p puzzles for 
my geography classes. The set includes e 4x4 foot puzzle of Wisconsin 
and ten 12x18 inch puzzles of areas of the United States, other 
countries and regions and continents of the world. 

A. Overa l l Goal 
1. 	To increase the students' understanding of many geogra phic 

facts about Wisconsin, the nat i on, and the worl d. 
2. 	To add variety to the curriculum and to help make learning 

fun. 

B. Specific Objectives 
1. To 	 increase the students' knowledge of Wisconsin: 

a. counties 
b. cities 
c. rivers 
d. state boundaries 

2. 	 To increase the students' knowledge of various regions of the 
United States, namely the north-central states, the 
western states, end the southern states: 
a. major cities 
b. state capitals 
c. state boundari es 

3. 	To increase the students' knowled e of various countries, 
regions, and continents of the world: 
a. contry names and locations 
b. boundaries 

C. Materials Required 
1. Ma p Puzzles (1/4 inch 	hardboard) 

a. Wiscon sin 
b. North Central States 
c. Southern States 
d. 	Western States 
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e. 	Canada 
f. 	Mexico 
g. 	West Indies 
h. 	Central America 

i. 	South America 
j. 	Europe 
k. 	Africa 

2. 	Paper maps or atlases for reference 

D. 	 Approxi mat e Time Reouired 
1. 	Any amount of time ten minutes or longer. They can be used 

for an entire class period or for parts of several periods; 
daily practice for a short part of a period adds variety 
to the class and the hands-on nature of the lesson make 
learning interesting. 

E. 	Specific Steps or Procedures 
1. 	Hand out the puzzles. 
2. 	Monitor to help ensure that students are trying to learn the 

names and places r ather than just fitting shapes togetber. 
Encourage the use of paper maps when using the puzzles. 
Out l i ne maps or worksheet s can be used with the puzzles. 
Students can a lso be quizzed on the sbapes of states, 
countries, etc . by projecting the s ilhouette of those 
areas with an overhead projector. 
a. 	Students enjoy challenging themselves and others in 

completing the puzzles. 
b. 	To add an extra challenge and for quizzing purposes the 

c~unty names are on the back side of the Wisconsin 
puzzlepieces, and the state and state capital names 
are on the back side of the United States puzzle pieces. 

c. 	The Wisconsin puzzle has a paper insert on which the 
county boundary lines have been drawn . the insert can 
be removed to make the puzzl e mor e difficult. 

F. 	Suggested Couses In Which Unit Can Be Adopted 
1. 	Any pertinent geography class. 
2. 	Any social studies class for a review of geographical areas. 
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G. Construction of the Puzzles 
Construction of the Wisconsin puzzle consisted of cutting a 
4x8 sheet of hardboard into two 4x4 foot pi eces. One piece 
was then used as the back of the puzzle while the other was 
used f or the puzzle border (glued to the back piece) and t he 
puzzle pieces. Cutting of the individual pieces (all of the 
counties plus the Menominee Reservation and Lake Winnebago) 
was done with a band saw and a coping saw. The same cutting 
procedures were used for the ten 12x18 inch puzzles. Then the 
puzzle pieces were sanded , painted with wet ma rkers, lettered, 
and sprayed with a protective coating. 
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